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SAFEGUARDING THE PUBLIC’S HEALTH, SAFETY, AND SE-
curity took on new meaning and urgency after the
attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City
and the Pentagon in Arlington, Va, on September 11,

2001. On October 4, 2001, a Florida man was diagnosed
with inhalational anthrax.1,2 The intentional dispersal of an-
thrax through the US postal system in New York, Wash-
ington, and other locations resulted in 5 confirmed deaths,
hundreds of persons treated, and thousands tested.3 The po-
tential for new, larger, and more sophisticated attacks has
created a sense of vulnerability. National attention has ur-
gently turned to the need to rapidly detect and react to bio-
terrorism, as well as to naturally occurring infectious dis-
eases.

In the aftermath of September 11, the president and the
Congress began a process to strengthen the public health in-
frastructure.4 The Center for Law and the Public’s Health at
Georgetown and Johns Hopkins Universities drafted the Model
State Emergency Health Powers Act (MSEHPA or the Model
Act)5 at the request of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and in collaboration with members of na-
tional organizations representing governors, legislators, at-
torneys general, and health commissioners. Because the power
to act to preserve the public’s health is constitutionally re-
served primarily to the states as an exercise of their police
powers,6 the Model Act is designed for state, not federal, leg-
islative consideration. It provides the responsible state ac-
tors with the powers they need to detect and contain a po-
tentially catastrophic disease outbreak and, at the same time,
protect individual rights and freedoms. Legislative bills based
on the MSEHPA have been introduced in 34 states and the
District of Columbia; 16 states and the District of Columbia
already have enacted a version of the act (as of June 26, 2002,
states enacting or expected shortly to enact legislation influ-

The Center for Law and the Public’s Health at George-
town and Johns Hopkins Universities drafted the Model
State Emergency Health Powers Act (MSEHPA or Model
Act) at the request of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. The Model Act provides state actors with the
powers they need to detect and contain bioterrorism or a
naturally occurring disease outbreak. Legislative bills based
on the MSEHPA have been introduced in 34 states. Prob-
lems of obsolescence, inconsistency, and inadequacy may
render current state laws ineffective or even counterpro-
ductive. State laws often date back to the early 20th cen-
tury and have been built up in layers over the years. They
frequently predate the vast changes in the public health sci-
ences and constitutional law.

The Model Act is structured to reflect 5 basic public health
functions to be facilitated by law: (1) preparedness, com-
prehensive planning for a public health emergency; (2) sur-
veillance, measures to detect and track public health emer-
gencies; (3)management of property, ensuring adequate
availability of vaccines, pharmaceuticals, and hospitals, as
well as providing power to abate hazards to the public’s
health; (4) protection of persons, powers to compel vac-
cination, testing, treatment, isolation, and quarantine when
clearly necessary; and (5) communication, providing clear
and authoritative information to the public. The Model Act
also contains a modernized, extensive set of principles and
requirements to safeguard personal rights. Law can be a
tool to improve public health preparedness. A constitu-
tional democracy must balance the common good with re-
spect for personal dignity, toleration of groups, and ad-
herence to principles of justice.
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enced by the Model Act were Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Ha-
waii, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, New Hamp-
shire, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Utah, and Virginia).7,8 This article explains the need
for law reform, describes the main provisions of the Model
Act, and discusses the delicate balance between public health
and civil liberties in a constitutional democracy.

Background
Both naturally occurring infectious diseases and deliberate
acts of bioterrorism pose threats to public health. Histori-
cally, major infectious disease outbreaks have killed far more
people than war: approximately 25 million Europeans, over
a quarter of the population, died of bubonic plague in the
14th century9; diseases such as smallpox, measles, influ-
enza, typhus, and bubonic plague killed an estimated 95%
of pre-Columbian Native American populations10; and a
worldwide influenza epidemic in 1918-1919 resulted in the
death of 21 million people.11 While infectious disease may
no longer be the leading cause of death in the United States
because of advancements in hygiene, nutrition, and medi-
cine, the death toll is still substantial.12 Each year approxi-
mately 170000 people in the United States die from infec-
tious diseases.13

Preventing major disease outbreaks poses as great a chal-
lenge as ever before. The globalization of travel and trade
allows for the widespread, rapid transmission of disease. A
person infected in Hong Kong can travel to the United States
in less than a day. Large concentrations of people also fa-
cilitate the spread of disease, and many cities have popula-
tions in the millions. Even in contemporary societies hu-
man populations remain in close proximity to animal
populations. Some of the most deadly human diseases are
believed to have evolved from animal diseases.10

In addition to the threat of severe naturally occurring dis-
eases, both recent events and several reports highlight the
threat of bioterrorism. We define bioterrorism as the inten-
tional use of a pathogen or biological product to cause harm
to a human, animal, plant, or other living organism to in-
fluence the conduct of government or to intimidate or co-
erce a civilian population. A report by the National Intelli-
gence Council for the Central Intelligence Agency concluded
that infectious disease is not only a public health issue but
also a problem of national security: the US population is vul-
nerable to bioterrorism as well as emerging and reemerg-
ing infectious diseases.13 In 1998, the US Commission on
National Security in the 21st Century concluded that bio-
logical agents are the most likely choice of weapons for dis-
affected states and groups. Biological weapons are nearly as
easy to develop, far more lethal, and will likely become easier
to deliver than chemical weapons and, unlike nuclear weap-
ons, biological weapons are inexpensive to produce and the
risk of detection is low.14 In 1993, the US Congressional Of-
fice of Technology Assessment estimated that the aerosol-
ized release of 100 kg of anthrax spores upwind of Wash-

ington, DC, could result in approximately 130000 to 3
million deaths, a weapon as deadly as a hydrogen bomb.15

For years, experts have been calling attention to the threat
of bioterrorism and the unique problems that arise in mod-
ern society.16-20 The Internet allows for the widespread dis-
semination of information on biological agents and technol-
ogy. Advancements in biotechnology make bioproduction
capabilities accessible to individuals with limited experience.
The dual-use nature of this knowledge and technology, al-
lowing for both legitimate and illicit use, makes tracking and
identifying bioterrorists much more difficult. And while cer-
tain countries are known or suspected to have biological weap-
ons programs, nonstate actors have become important as well.14

Documents recovered in Afghanistan suggest that Al Qaeda
has conducted extensive research on weapons that can cause
mass fatalities, including biological weapons.21

Government and public health officials must be able to
react quickly and intelligently to a potentially catastrophic
disease outbreak, whether intentionally instigated or natu-
rally occurring. Two exercises, Dark Winter (smallpox)22

and TOPOFF (plague),23 simulated biological attacks in the
United States to test government response and raise aware-
ness of the bioterrorism threat. Both simulations demon-
strated serious weaknesses in the US public health system
that could prevent an effective response to bioterrorism24

or severe naturally occurring infectious diseases.14-25

The Need for Law Reform
Law has long been considered an important tool of public
health.26 While federal law-making authority is constitu-
tionally limited in scope, as an exercise of their broader po-
lice powers, states have more flexibility in legislating to pro-
tect the public’s health. State public health laws create a
mission for public health authorities, assign their func-
tions, and specify the manner in which they may exercise
their authority.27 Prior to September 11, 2001, some states
had legislatively (eg, Colorado28) or administratively (eg,
Rhode Island29) developed public health response plans for
a bioterrorism event. However, problems of obsolescence,
inconsistency, and inadequacy may render some public health
laws ineffective or even counterproductive.30 Reforming state
public health law can improve the legal infrastructure to help
respond to bioterrorism and other emerging threats.

State public health statutes frequently are outdated and
were built up in layers during the 20th century in response
to each new disease threat. Consequently, these laws often
do not reflect contemporary scientific understandings of dis-
ease (eg, surveillance, prevention, and response) or legal
norms for protection of individual rights. When many of
these statutes were written, public health sciences, such as
epidemiology and biostatistics, were in their infancy and
modern prevention and treatment methods did not exist.

At the same time, many existing public health laws pre-
date the vast changes in constitutional (eg, equal protec-
tion and due process) and statutory (eg, disability discrimi-
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nation) law that have transformed social and legal
conceptions of individual rights. Failure to reform these laws
may leave public health authorities vulnerable to legal chal-
lenge on grounds that they are unconstitutional or pre-
empted by modern federal statutes. Even if state public health
law is not challenged in court, public health authorities may
feel unsure about applying old legal remedies to modern
health threats. The Minnesota state legislature has recently
passed a bill that, like the Model Act, permits quarantine
and isolation in limited circumstances but makes these prac-
tices subject to modernized, significant personal safe-
guards including due process.31

Health codes among the 50 states and territories have
evolved independently, leading to profound variation in the
structure, substance, and procedures for detecting, control-
ling, and preventing disease. Ordinarily different state ap-
proaches are not a problem, but variation could prevent or
delay an efficient response in a multistate public health emer-
gency. Infectious diseases are rarely confined to single ju-
risdictions but pose risks within whole regions or the na-
tion itself. Coordination among state and national authorities
is vital but is undermined by disparate legal structures.

Public health laws remain fragmented within states as well
as among them. Most state statutes have evolved over time
so that, even within the same state, different rules may ap-
ply depending on the particular disease in question. This
means that necessary authority (eg, screening, reporting, or
compulsory treatment) may be absent for a given disease.
For example, when a resurgence of multidrug resistant tu-
berculosis swept major metropolitan areas in the 1990s, many
statutes did not allow for directly observed therapy.32 Worse
still, state laws can be so complex that they may not be well
understood by health practitioners or their attorneys. Laws
that are ambiguous prevent agencies from acting rapidly and
decisively in an emergency. Many current laws not only pro-
vide insufficient authority to act but might actually thwart
effective action. This is evident when one examines the key
variables for public health preparedness: planning, coordi-
nation and communication, surveillance, management of
property, and protection of persons.

State statutes generally fail to require planning or to estab-
lish mechanisms. As a result, most states have not system-
atically designed a strategy to respond to public health emer-
gencies. Perhaps the most important aspects of planning are
clear communication and coordination among responsible
governmental officials and the private sector. As the recent
anthrax outbreaks demonstrate,33 there should be a defined
role for public health, law enforcement, and emergency man-
agement agencies. Also, there should be coordination among
the various levels (eg, federal, tribal, state, and local) and
branches (legislative, executive, and judicial) of govern-
ment as well as with private actors, particularly the health
care and pharmaceutical sectors. Communication and coor-
dination are improved by a systematic planning process that
involves all stakeholders. The law can require such plan-

ning and sharing of information. However, many public health
statutes do not facilitate communication and, due to federal
and state privacy concerns, may actually proscribe ex-
change of vital information among public health, law en-
forcement, and emergency management agencies. Indeed,
some statutes even prohibit sharing data with public health
officials in adjoining states by strictly limiting disclosures by
the public health agency that holds the data, often in the in-
terest of protecting individual privacy.34 Laws that compli-
cate or hinder data communication among states and respon-
sible agencies would impede a thorough investigation and
response to such a public health emergency.

Surveillance is critical to public health preparedness. Un-
like most forms of terrorism, the dispersal of pathogens may
not be evident. Early detection could save many lives by trig-
gering an effective containment strategy such as vaccination,
treatment, and, if necessary, isolation or quarantine. How-
ever, current statutes do not facilitate surveillance and may
even prevent monitoring. For example, many states do not re-
quire timely reporting for certain dangerous (Category A)
agents of bioterrorism such as smallpox, anthrax, plague, botu-
lism, tularemia, and viral hemorrhagic fevers.35 In fact, virtu-
ally no state requires immediate reporting for all the critical
agents identified by the CDC.36 At the same time, states do
not require, and may actually prohibit, public health agen-
cies from monitoring data collected in the health care sys-
tem. Private information held by hospitals, managed care or-
ganizations, and pharmacies that might lead to early detection
(eg, unusual clusters of fevers or gastrointestinal symptoms)
may be unavailable to public health officials.32 New federal
health information privacy protections may unintentionally
impede the flow of data from private to public sectors despite
regulators’ attempt to broadly exempt public health informa-
tion sharing from nondisclosure rules.37

Coercive powers are the most controversial aspects of any
legal system. Nevertheless, they may be necessary to man-
age property or protect persons in a public health emer-
gency. There are numerous circumstances that might re-
quire management of property in a public health emergency
(eg, shortages of vaccines, medicines, hospital beds, or fa-
cilities for disposal of corpses). It may even be necessary to
close facilities or destroy property that is contaminated or
dangerous. Even in the case of a relatively small outbreak,
such as the recent anthrax attacks, the government consid-
ered the need to compulsorily license proprietary medica-
tions and destroy contaminated facilities.6 The law must pro-
vide authority, with fair safeguards, to manage property that
is needed to contain a serious health threat.

There similarly may be a need to exercise powers over in-
dividuals to avert a significant threat to the public’s health.
Vaccination, testing, physical examination, treatment, isola-
tion, and quarantine each may help contain the spread of in-
fectious diseases. Although the vast majority of people prob-
ably will comply willingly (because it is in their interests and/or
desirable for the common welfare), some compulsory pow-
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ers are necessary for those who will not comply. Provided those
powers are bounded by legal safeguards, individuals should
be required to yield some of their autonomy, liberty, or prop-
erty to protect the health and security of the community.

The Model State Emergency Health Powers Act
From a practical and political perspective, it is important that
any model law draw its legitimacy from recognized sources
of authority. The MSEHPA’s theoretical foundations and struc-
tures are derived from existing federal or state law that of-
fers model language; lessons derived from theoretical exer-
cises such as TOPOFF and Dark Winter; and a meeting of
high-level experts in public health, emergency manage-
ment, and national security, which took place at the Canti-
gny Conference Center in April 2001.38 The Center for Law
and the Public’s Health received comments on the Model Act
from government agencies, national organizations, aca-
demic institutions, practitioners, and the general public. The
Model Act, therefore, expresses an attempted best synthesis
of advice, recommendations, and dialogue regarding the pur-
pose of emergency public health law, its proper reach, and
the protection of civil liberties and private property (TABLE).

The purpose of the MSEHPA is to facilitate the detec-
tion, management, and containment of public health emer-
gencies while appropriately safeguarding personal and pro-
prietary interests. The Model Act gives rise to 2 kinds of
public health powers and duties: those that exist in the
preemergency environment (predeclaration powers found
in Articles II and III) and a separate group of powers and
duties that come into effect only after a state’s governor de-
clares a public health emergency (the postdeclaration pow-
ers of Articles V, VI, and VII). Postdeclaration powers de-
liberately are broader and more robust.

Under Article IV, a governor may declare a public health
emergency only if a series of demanding threshold condi-
tions are met: (1) an occurrence or imminent threat of an ill-
ness or health condition, that (2) is caused by bioterrorism
or a new or reemerging infectious agent or biological toxin
previously controlled and that (3) also poses a high probabil-
ity of a large number of deaths, a large number of serious or
long-term disabilities, or widespread exposure to an infec-
tious or toxic agent that poses a significant risk of substantial
future harm to a large number of persons. Recognizing the
continuing threat of infectious disease, the Model Act as drafted
is not limited to bioterrorism emergencies; a mass epidemic
could be sufficiently severe to trigger the Model Act’s provi-
sions even if naturally occurring. States may therefore choose
to enhance and further strengthen the threshold conditions
for invoking the Model Act, perhaps by including a require-
ment that the security, safety, or normal operation of the state
be threatened before an emergency may be declared. States
may also choose an all-hazards approach that adds chemical
and nuclear threats to the biological threats contemplated by
the Model Act. The MSEHPA requires the governor to con-
sult with the public health authority and other experts prior

to declaring an emergency (unless the delay would endanger
the public’s health), specifies minimum information to be pro-
vided in an emergency declaration, and authorizes the sus-
pension of ordinary state rules or regulations to facilitate emer-
gency response. The legislature, by majority vote, may
discontinue the state of emergency at any time.

The predeclaration powers and duties are those neces-
sary to prepare for and promptly identify a public health
emergency. Under Article II (Planning for a Public Health
Emergency), the Public Health Emergency Planning Com-

Table. Table of Contents for the Model Act

Article I Title, Findings, Purposes, and Definitions
Section 101 Short title
Section 102 Legislative findings
Section 103 Purposes
Section 104 Definitions

Article II Planning for a Public Health Emergency
Section 201 Public Health Emergency Planning Commission
Section 202 Public Health Emergency Plan

Article III Measures to Detect and Track Public
Health Emergencies

Section 301 Reporting
Section 302 Tracking
Section 303 Information sharing

Article IV Declaring a State of Public Health Emergency
Section 401 Declaration
Section 402 Content of declaration
Section 403 Effect of declaration
Section 404 Enforcement
Section 405 Termination of declaration

Article V Special Powers During a State of Public Health
Emergency: Management of Property

Section 501 Emergency measures concerning facilities
and materials

Section 502 Access to and control of facilities
and property, generally

Section 503 Safe disposal of infectious waste
Section 504 Safe disposal of human remains
Section 505 Control of health care supplies
Section 506 Compensation
Section 507 Destruction of property

Article VI Special Powers During a State of Public Health
Emergency: Protection of Persons

Section 601 Protection of persons
Section 602 Medical examination and testing
Section 603 Vaccination and treatment
Section 604 Isolation and quarantine
Section 605 Procedures for isolation and quarantine
Section 606 Collection of laboratory specimens;

performance of tests
Section 607 Access to and disclosure of protected

health information
Section 608 Licensing and appointment

of health personnel
Article VII Public Information Regarding Public

Health Emergency
Section 701 Dissemination of information
Section 702 Access to mental health support personnel

Article VIII Miscellaneous
Section 801 Titles
Section 802 Rules and regulations
Section 803 Financing and expenses
Section 804 Liability
Section 805 Compensation
Section 806 Severability
Section 807 Repeals
Section 808 Saving clause
Section 809 Conflicting laws
Section 810 Effective date
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mission (appointed by the governor) must prepare a plan
which includes coordination of services; procurement of nec-
essary materials and supplies; housing, feeding, and caring
for affected populations (with appropriate regard for their
physical and cultural/social needs); and the proper vacci-
nation and treatment of individuals in the event of a public
health emergency.

Article III (Measures toDetect andTrackPublicHealthEmer-
gencies) addresses measures necessary to detect initially and
then to follow a developing public health emergency, includ-
ing prompt (24 hours) reporting requirements for health care
providers, pharmacists, veterinarians, and laboratories. Pub-
lic health professionals must interview and counsel persons
exposed to illnesses, which may cause a public health emer-
gency, and their contacts. Additionally, the public health au-
thority must investigate physical materials or facilities endan-
gering the public’s health. The Model Act recognizes that
exchange of relevant data among lead agencies is essential to
assure the public’s health and security. Therefore, public health,
emergency management, and public safety authorities are re-
quired to share information necessary to prevent, treat, con-
trol, or investigate a public health emergency.

The Model Act provides “special powers” that may be used
only after a governor declares a state of public health emer-
gency. Article V (Management of Property) provides that the
state’s designated public health authority may close, decon-
taminate, or procure facilities and materials to respond to a
public health emergency, safely dispose of infectious waste,
and obtain and deploy health care supplies. The authorities
are required to exercise their powers with respect for cul-
tural and religious beliefs and practices such as observing,
wherever possible, religious laws regarding burial. Compen-
sation of private property owners is provided if there is a tak-
ing (ie, the government confiscates private property for pub-
lic purposes, such as the use of a private infirmary to treat
and/or isolate patients). No compensation would be pro-
vided for a nuisance abatement (ie, the government destroys
property or closes an establishment that poses a serious health
threat). This comports with the extant constitutional tak-
ings jurisprudence of the Supreme Court.39 If the govern-
ment were forced to compensate for all nuisance abate-
ments, it would significantly chill public health regulation.

The provisions for protection of persons found in Article
VI (Protection of Persons) deal with some of the most sen-
sitive areas within the MSEHPA. The Model Act permits pub-
lic health authorities to physically examine or test individu-
als as necessary to diagnose or to treat illness, vaccinate or
treat individuals to prevent or ameliorate an infectious dis-
ease, and isolate or quarantine individuals to prevent or limit
the transmission of a contagious disease. The public health
authority also may waive licensing requirements for health
care professionals and direct them to assist in vaccination,
testing, examination, and treatment of patients.

While the Model Act reaffirms the authority over per-
sons and property that health agencies have always had, it

supplements these traditional public health powers with a
modernized, extensive set of conditions, principles, and re-
quirements governing the use of personal control mea-
sures that are now often lacking in state public health law.
Public health officials are explicitly directed to respect in-
dividual religious objections to vaccination and treatment.
Officials must follow specified legal standards before using
isolation or quarantine, which are authorized only to pre-
vent the transmission of contagious disease to others and
must be by the least restrictive means available. This al-
lows individuals, for example, to be confined in their own
homes. The Model Act also affords explicit protections to
persons in isolation or quarantine that go beyond most ex-
isting state laws: the public health authority is affirma-
tively charged with maintaining places of isolation or quar-
antine in a safe and hygienic manner; regularly monitoring
the health of residents; and systematically and compe-
tently meeting the needs of persons isolated or quaran-
tined for adequate food, clothing, shelter, means of com-
munication, medication, and medical care. Orders for
isolation or quarantine are subject to judicial review, un-
der strict time guidelines, and with appointed counsel; the
Model Act also provides for expedited judicial relief.

Finally, the Model Act provides for a set of postdeclara-
tion powers and duties to ensure appropriate public infor-
mation and communication (Article VII: Public Informa-
tion Regarding Public Health Emergency). The public health
authority must provide information to the public regarding
the emergency, including protective measures to be taken and
information regarding access to mental health support. Ex-
perience following September 11th and the anthrax attacks
demonstrated the need for an authoritative spokesperson for
public health providing comprehensible and accurate infor-
mation. These events also revealed the significant mental health
implications of terrorism on the population.40

The Model Act also recognizes that if government offi-
cials, health professionals, and others are to fulfill their re-
sponsibilities for preventing and responding to a serious
health threat, they should not fear unwarranted liability. Con-
sequently, MSEHPA affords persons exercising authority un-
der the Model Act immunity from liability except for gross
negligence or willful misconduct.

Taken as a whole, MSEHPA resolves a series of difficult
policy debates in which the public health goals of facilitat-
ing the detection, management, and containment of public
health emergencies are balanced against the need to safe-
guard individuals’ civil rights, liberties, and property. The
Model Act is an outgrowth of a process to identify and le-
gitimize critical public health functions against a frame-
work of personal rights and freedoms protected by law.

Civil Liberties and the Exercise of Emergency Powers
The Model Act is designed to be triggered by an extreme
public health emergency comparable with the sudden, dev-
astating epidemics of the 19th century.41,42 Emergency health
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powers by definition are a concession to the fact that nor-
mal systems of civil governance may break down under the
pressure of widespread sudden death or illness, even as the
outbreak demands a decisive response.

The exercise of emergency powers to control the move-
ment of individuals and populations, and to seize prop-
erty, poses risks to personal and economic liberties. It is im-
portant, however, to consider carefully the nature of these
risks as understood since the founding of the Republic.43

The rights of liberty, due process, and property are funda-
mental but not absolute. Justice Harlan in the foundational
Supreme Court case of Jacobson v Massachusetts (1905) wrote:
“There are manifold restraints to which every person is nec-
essarily subject for the common good. On any other basis
organized society could not exist with safety to its mem-
bers.”44 Similarly, private property was held subject to the
restriction that it not be used in a way that posed a health
hazard, as Lemuel Shaw of the Massachusetts Supreme Ju-
dicial Court observed in 1851: “We think it settled prin-
ciple, growing out of the nature of well ordered civil soci-
ety, that every holder of property . . . holds it under the
implied liability that it shall not be injurious to the right of
the community.”45 “It is unquestionable,” wrote the Maine
Supreme Court in 1876, “that the legislature can confer pow-
ers upon public officers, for the protection of the public
health. . . . The individual right sinks in the necessity to pro-
vide for the public good.”46

These doctrines remain lively today in the United States6

and under international law.47 Even in principle, it would
be almost disingenuous to argue that individuals whose
movements or property pose a significant risk of harm to
their communities have a “right” to be free of interference
necessary to control the threat, or that property rights trump
the protection of the common good from extreme peril. There
is simply no basis for this argument in constitutional law
and perhaps little more in political philosophy.

These observations do not dispose of the serious threats to
individual freedoms posed by the exercise of governmental
power in a perceived emergency. Rather, they focus atten-
tion on what has been the real contention of parties opposing
health actions: not the right to be free of any restraint, but the
right to be free of a particular restraint that is not justified un-
der the circumstances. It is not improper to restrain the free
enjoyment of liberty, privacy, or property per se, but to do so
unnecessarily, arbitrarily, or brutally. The restraint of liberty,
privacy, or property could lack justification in several ways:
the problem being addressed does not exist or is not as seri-
ous as believed, the measure taken is unresponsive to the prob-
lem, or the measure is more intrusive or restrictive than nec-
essary to ameliorate the threat. Due process as afforded under
the Model Act is an important means of forestalling or cor-
recting these kinds of errors. It is also right intrinsically even
when an emergency measure is justified. Compulsory pow-
ers should be carried out in a way that respects personal dig-
nity and tolerates racial, religious, or ethnic differences.

Some commentators criticize the Model Act for including
compulsory powers at all, arguing that governors may delib-
erately misuse their authority.48 This criticism, however, ig-
nores 3 fundamental elements of the Model Act. First,
MSEHPA does not simply establish compulsory powers but
creates the conditions for public health preparedness (eg, plan-
ning, surveillance, and communication). Second, compul-
sory power has always been a part of public health law, be-
cause it is sometimes necessary to prevent or ameliorate
unacceptable threats to the common good. Third, MSEHPA
actually affords greater safeguards of civil liberties than exist
under traditional infectious disease laws (eg, providing checks
and balances against government abuses, clear standards for
the exercise of power, and rigorous procedural due process).

A civil rights society must reduce the risk of error and pro-
vide people with a timely and meaningful opportunity to cor-
rect mistakes and be made whole in instances of abuse. A
sharper focus on the practical civil liberties issues posed by
emergencies suggests 4 principled limitations. Agency ac-
tions should be (1) necessary to avert a significant risk, in
the first instance in the judgment of health officials and ul-
timately, with reasonable deference, to the satisfaction of a
judge; (2) reasonably well-tailored to address the risk in the
sense officials do not overreach or go beyond a necessary and
appropriate response; (3) authorized in a manner allowing
public scrutiny and oversight; and (4) correctable in the event
of an unreasonable mistake. The Model Act was drafted to
satisfy each of these criteria. In these respects, MSEHPA is
an improvement over many state laws that do not provide
standards or procedures for the exercise of power.28

Appropriate statutory language, of course, is only part of
the solution to the problem of erroneous emergency action.
The greatest risk to liberties may be that safeguards that are
adequate in principle will not be practically sufficient in the
face of the terror of an attack, that government officials may
use a false emergency as a pretext for oppressive acts, or that
social factors like race, religion, or class will influence deci-
sion makers.49 Racial, religious, and class bias have influ-
enced public health responses to epidemics in many in-
stances in our past.50 We also must be concerned that the
breakdown of civil order may include a breakdown of ad-
ministration in many social institutions, including the court
system. The right to challenge a quarantine in court cannot
be exercised if there are no court clerks or judges to accept
writs or hear cases. In a community cordoned off because of
an outbreak of smallpox, there may be no lawyers willing to
leave their homes to file cases. Even as states consider the
Model Act and make changes to their health codes, it will be
important to develop contingency plans and to conduct train-
ing within major social institutions such as the judiciary, pub-
lic health, and medicine. In this sense, the Model Act also at-
tempts to promote the protection of civil liberties by requiring
planning and training for a public health emergency.

Drafting and enacting a model emergency health powers
act is technically and politically demanding.51 Law cannot
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solve all, or even most, of the challenges that would be posed
by a catastrophic health event. The nation’s public health
system is seriously deficient and can be repaired only with
sufficient political will and economic resources.52 Public
health agencies must have a robust infrastructure to con-
duct essential public health services at a level of perfor-
mance that matches the constantly evolving threats to the
health of the public. Critical components of that infrastruc-
ture include a well-trained workforce, electronic informa-
tion and communications systems, rapid disease surveil-
lance and reporting, laboratory capacity, and emergency
response capability.53 Law is a vital component of the pub-
lic health infrastructure as well and laws themselves can be
highly effective public health interventions. A constitu-
tional democracy must balance the common good with re-
spect for personal dignity, toleration of groups, and adher-
ence to principles of justice.
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